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About This Game

Koloro is a contemplative puzzle/platform game with a unique and dynamique one-button gameplay, lovable characters, all in
a dreamlike world with striking art style, and accompanied by a captivating soundtrack. Become Kora, the little girl with pink

hair, and surpass her fears and anxieties to find her little sister Lora in a world where dreams and nightmares are one! Jump and
avoid the obstacles and hordes of shadows monsters led by the very naughty Bad come straight from the deepest fears of Kora!

Will you be able to face the hostile world of nightmares with a single button ?!
Koloro offers an extremely minimalist and out of the ordinary gameplay. Indeed, what makes the game unique is that you will

have to solve wacky puzzles and face hordes of enemies and huge bosses only with the ability to jump and jump against the
walls. Once transformed into a square, Kora will slide along the floor so be attentive and think carefully because each of your

jumps will be essential!
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Go on your own to find Kora's sister or, face the dangers and solve the puzzles in a parallel story in which two players can play
Kora and her sister in a cooperative shared screen mode.

Once the main adventure is over, the real nightmare begins! Will you have the courage to measure yourself to the hard mode
and to do better than the time challenges in each level?

● A detailed and contrasted art direction in a dreamlike world

● Explore sumptuous, detailed and living sceneries rocked with an awesome soundtrack made for the game and a rich and
engaging soundscape

● Discover a unique, elaborated, easy-to-learn and intuitive gameplay

● Find the courage overcome more than 300 levels with lot of game mechanics that require dexterity and reflection

● Live an intriguing adventure with lovable characters around the imagination, friendship and love

● Enraged fights against huge bosses

● Find all hidden bonuses scattered across multiple levels of the game

● Co-op: Invite a friend and live together a side adventure on a shared screen cooperativ mode with more than 50 levels made
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only for that game mode

● Surpass yourself in the hard mode unlocked at the end of the game

● Time trial challenges await you in the 300 levels of the game
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Title: Koloro
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Sköll Studio
Publisher:
Light Maze
Release Date: 18 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.40GHz (4 CPUs), ~2.4GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 310

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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Really enjoyed the shooting. Blatant carbon copy of Super Meat Boy without the polish, charm, or quality.
Numerous issues including collision, audio resets, and lack of full controller support.
Art is inconsistent and seems to consist more of placeholders than original artwork.
There's a turtle model that looks like it came straight from a Google search.

Do not buy this game.. Ok so, Like an early access budget Rimworld with a few differences. Doesn't have a whole lot of content
at the moment, BUT does have some potential. I had fun playing so far though it is riddled with some weird AI and bugs.
Nothing you wouldn't expect from an EA title. Would recommend keeping an eye on it to see where it goes. The devs seem to
be active for now.. Excellent game plenty of puzzles to solve
The story and graphics are good
Highly recommend this game A++++. not that good then the previouse 1. So far this game certainly seems like it has potential! I
would highly recommend playing this with some friends or joining a group on a server as it was somewhat challenging at first.
Its different that's for sure, I started by throwing rocks at zombies heads as they were distracted and eventually found pipes and
other weapons at POI. Eventually crafting a spawn point (tent) and making some storage. Fire seems to ward them off
somewhat which I would recommend building a small place as soon as possible with basic gear. You will level and you can
decide what you want to put points into, I was going into each one. Not even close to end game or shooting guns but, as far as I
can see it will be rewarding to get too that point.

 As usual this is an EA game so expect for the better or worse. However what I have experience thus far was positive. If you're
looking for a decent game and not a high price id recommend this. Especially if you're into zombies. Again, codos to the devs! I
hope it will keep progressing and become a new hidden gem for zombie lovers like me.. This game is great! Full of
awesomeness. You just sit with your buddy and die all the time.

9.7/10. Puts cs:go to shame.
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We are born to this world only to die.

Why were we all born to this place?

-SHEPHY, a card game about sheep. This is a good time waster. It's fairly pointless, but enjoyably so. It's not especially deep,
but "deep" in that way that posters attempting to capture the spirit of Zen are deep. It's all about what you take from it, rather
than what's there. Because what's there is basically a large, sprawling canvas that you roll over, spreading color and finding
random, pointless things.. I wish it was a little longer and I wish there storyline was fleshed out a little more but for what it's
worth, I had a lot of with it.. Oh, Chips Challenge; how wonderful are you. Aside from causing great distress, anger, and rage at
the trolling that this puzzle game brings to you; it is a wonderful challenge at any age.

This game will surely bring many challenges with it, and with the bundle of the first time ever released Chips Challenge 2 and a
level editor, this is well worth the price.

Seriously, if you like puzzles; get this game; and get it now.. Waste of money. There is nothing there. Don't buy.
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